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Abstract

There are a large number of home automation companies which o�er consumers tailored solutions to
meet their needs. At installation time users are asked how they would like their home to behave so as
the companies engineers can program the solution for their client. Once programmed, the users must
contact the company and, in many cases, pay for these rules to be altered in any way. This is mostly due
to the rigid design of the software architecture used by these companies. In most cases the user is very
unlikely to know how they would like their home to behave until they have lived with the technology for
some time. Even then, their requirements may change on a daily basis.

The author proposes that consumers need home systems that they are able to program, and re-
program, easily. In order to gain a deeper understanding of how people could see themselves using
such a control mechanism of their home an online survey was carried out. There were 150 participants
ranging in age, gender, sex, technical ability and experience. This report describes the survey and user
group, and then explores the data received from the survey: evaluating the author's eight hypotheses
and describing any trends on the qualitative data gathered.
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1 Introduction

Home automation is a concept that has been dreamed about for decades. Walt Disney's original plans
for his Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow (EPCOT) outlined a utopian laboratory for
domestic technology, where families would live, work, and play in an integrated environment [10]. Disney,
like many of his contemporaries, imagined homes that would attend to their inhabitants' every need.
He regarded the home as a site of unending technological progress. The understanding of the American
home was altered thanks to the �xation on `space age' technology and its promise of domestic bliss. As
the decades roll by, slowly but surely home automation is creeping into the developed world's homes.

The �rst home automation products appeared on the market in the late 1970s [8] yet home automation
has barely left the ground. Helen Heneveld, a leading home automation industry consultant [11], describes
two main markets for home automation solutions: the mass market and the �ultra-high-end� market.
Many of today's products and solutions fall into the high-end category, giving the illusion that all home
automation must be expensive and rare. Unfortunately, to a large extent, this is true. For the average
home occupant to install a home system of any nature they either need to have a technical background
and understanding of the technology they are installing or have to rely on specialised companies to install
the system for them. For the most part the latter is the only option, keeping prices high and consumers
reliant.

Ideally consumers should be able to go to their local hardware store, buy some home hardware (e.g.
some X10 modules for controlling mains devices, a door lock for remotely locking the front door or a
burglar alarm which supports SMS, email reporting and remote control) and install it into their current
home system independently and with ease. From there, they should also be able to integrate this new
hardware, and the services it o�ers, into the existing rule set for the home. For example, say the owner
wanted to turn o� the lights when they lock the front door. They later add a burglar alarm system to
their home (and to the home system) and would like to amend their original rule to now turn o� the
lights and turn on the burglar alarm when they lock the front door. At the moment, this is not possible
with existing home automation systems on the market.

As part of the author's research into developing a home system, further understanding was required of
how users would imagine themselves interacting and controlling such a system. A survey was designed to
help with this understanding. There have been a few surveys into how users (including families, couples,
parents and the older generations) live within their home and how, or if, technology could be used to
enhance it, including: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 15, 17, 20]. Also how these groups of people react to various
academic projects, including: aCAPpella [7], Accord [16], CAMP [18, 19], Papier-Mâché [13] and others
[12, 21]. However, to the author's best knowledge there has not yet been a survey carried out asking the
user for basic information about controlling their homes and the locations and technologies associated
with that. Therefore not only is this survey necessary, it is also extremely valuable.

Section 2 describes the survey and the respondents who took part are described in section 3. Section
4 reviews the results of the survey, looking at both the quantitative and qualitative data, and using the
quantitative data to evaluate various hypotheses. Finally the report concludes with a summary of the
�ndings in section 5.

2 The Survey

The Google Form service was used to create the online survey, which is shown in Appendix A and
available to view at [14].

2.1 Format

The survey was designed to take between 5 and 10 minutes to �ll in. This had the advantage of
encouraging more people to take part due to the small time commitment required, but meant that the
questions had to be condensed and kept to a minimum without jeopardising the quality and range of
information which was required.
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2.2 Demographic Questions

The �rst four questions were to obtain some basic demographic information about the respondent,
including gender, age, status and home owner. This information both helped ensure that we were
obtaining data from a representative sample of the demographic and o�ered insight into trends based on
this information. Some additional information more speci�c to technology was also gathered to provide
the author with a further understanding of the type of user. Due to the nature of the topic it was
important to ensure that results from a good mix of technical backgrounds were obtained.

2.3 Introductory Question

The introductory question asked �How likely are you to want to be able to control your home?�, with
the possible answers: `Very Likely', `Likely', `Unlikely', `Very Unlikely' and `Unsure' which are based on
the Likert scale.

2.4 Core Questions

There were three main categories of core questions for the respondent:

• The preferred devices to control the home with.

• The preferred locations to control the home from.

• The preferred methods to control the home with.

These questions all have the exact same format, where the question was asked then a few possibilities
were o�ered. The user had to rate the likelihood of each possibility using the Likert scale. There was
also a text box at the end of each question which allowed the user to list any other possibilities that were
not mentioned in the question.

Finally, to end the survey the user was given a large text box introduced with `If you have any
comments/suggestions/ideas please leave them here'.

2.5 Review

The survey was reviewed by experienced academics to ensure both the technical correctness of the survey
format and style.

2.6 Pilot

A pilot was carried out with three respondents who varied in age, technical experience, and familiarity
with this �eld of research to con�rm that the survey was suitable for the wide range of respondents which
it was aimed at. The comments were all taken into account and some of the questions and technical
words had to be reworded to remove any ambiguity in the questions.

When testing the survey out one of the respondents answered `Very Unlikely' when asked how likely
they would be to want to control their home, and justi�ed this by saying that they would not like
the hassle and stress of trying to choose, buy, install, manage and use such a system. They described
how they fear that such a system would break or be unreliable and therefore not worth the hassle nor
money involved in owning a home system. This was interesting as the user was applying their personal
experience and reservations about computers and technology to the notion of a potential home system
that the survey is asking about. The author decided to add the following statement: �From now on
assume that you could have the perfect system for controlling your home...� and then ask the question
again: �Now how likely are you to want to be able to control your home?�, with the same �ve possible
answers as before.

Before the survey was sent out the author wrote eight hypotheses which are described and proven
(either true or false) in section 4.
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3 The Respondents

Since a wide demographic user set was required it was important to propagate the survey to as many
di�erent people as possible, and ideally people that the author did not know. This was achieved by using
snowball sampling -whereby the author sent the survey to friends, family and colleagues and asking
them to send it on to others. This resulted in 150 people �lling in the survey over the duration of two
weeks. The author then closed the survey to begin analysis of the data. Results were received for each
representative demographic and shown in tables 1 to 5.

Male Female Totals

< 20 14 6 20
21 - 30 46 9 55
31 - 40 13 14 27
41 - 50 14 11 25
51 - 60 3 9 12
61 + 6 5 11
Totals 96 54 150

Table 1: Age and Gender Crosstabulation

Student Employed Unemployed Retired Homemaker Rather not say Totals

< 20 18 1 1 0 0 0 20
21 - 30 28 22 3 0 1 1 55
31 - 40 5 20 2 0 0 0 27
41 - 50 1 23 0 0 1 0 25
51 - 60 0 11 0 0 1 0 12
61 + 0 2 0 9 0 0 11
Totals 52 78 6 9 3 1 150

Table 2: Age and Status Crosstabulation

No Yes Totals

Female 16 38 54
Male 58 38 96
Totals 74 76 150

Table 3: Gender and Home Owner Crosstabulation

Poor Competent Good Expert Totals

Female 6 14 25 9 54
Male 0 4 34 58 96
Totals 6 18 59 67 150

Table 4: Gender and Technical Ability Crosstabulation
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No Yes Totals

Female 8 46 54
Male 4 92 96
Totals 12 138 150

Table 5: Gender and Enjoyment of Using Technology Crosstabulation

4 Results

The results collected were rich in both quantitative and qualitative data. The quantitative data was kept
in the spreadsheet which Google Forms auto populates from the surveys �lled in, and the qualitative data
was moved into its own document. This allowed the hypotheses to be evaluated using the quantitative
data from the spreadsheet, and the comments and feedback to be analysed separately. H0

4.1 Hypotheses

4.1.1 Older people do not enjoy using technology

It was predicted that as age increases the percent of users who do not enjoy using technology will increase.
It was believed to be true as the younger generations have grown up with technology playing a large role
in their life, whereas for older generations technology can still seem scary and di�cult. Also, younger
generations are generally more willing to spend higher amounts of money and time on technology as
it has been the way they were brought up, whereas the older generation are not used to the expense
of technology, often having traditions and reluctance to change or move on. Many older people can be
afraid of technology, unsure of how to use it and afraid of breaking it in some way, whereas younger
generations have a much higher degree of con�dence around technology.

Because nobody in the under 20 age category and only one person in the 31-40 age category chose
the answer `no' when asked if they like using technology there is not enough data to signi�cantly prove
the relationship. However, the graph shown in Figure 1 portrays a strong relationship between age and
percentage of people not liking technology. So although we can not statistically prove this hypothesis,
the data does encourage us to conclude that there is indeed a relationship between age and disliking
technology.

Figure 1: E�ect on disliking technology as age increases
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4.1.2 As age increases, technical ability decreases

Similar to hypothesis 4.1.1, and for similar reasons, the author believed that the average technical ability
of users will decrease as age increases.

H0: There is no relationship between age and technical ability.
H1: There is a relationship between age and technical ability.
A chi-squared test was used to calculate if there was signi�cant di�erence between under 40s and

over 40s when rating technical ability. P is less than 0.0005, therefore at a 1% level of signi�cance we
can reject H0 in favour of H1 to conclude that there is a relationship so that as age increases, technical
ability decreases.

4.1.3 People would like to control their home if o�ered their `perfect' solution

The author believed that if users were o�ered �the perfect system for controlling their home� that the
vast majority of them would be highly likely to want it.

80% of people answered `likely' or `very likely' when asked if they would like to control their home.
This rose to 93.33% when they were o�ered the `perfect system' and asked the same question again.

H0: There is no relationship between the likelihood of wanting a home system before and after being
o�ered a `perfect system'.

H1: There is a relationship between the likelihood of wanting a home system before and after being
o�ered a `perfect system'.

A chi-squared test was carried out against the likelihood of wanting a home system before being
o�ered a `perfect system' and after. This resulted in a p value of 0.001, so at a 1% level of signi�cance we
can reject H0 in favour of H1, concluding that there is a relationship between the likelihood of wanting
a home system and the likelihood of wanting a `perfect' home system. From the data we can see that
this relationship is an increase in likelihood from a home system to a `perfect' home system.

4.1.4 People would prefer using their PDA, laptop/PC and tablet over their TV or games
console

As a means of controlling their home the author believed that most people would much prefer to use
either a PDA, laptop, PC or tablet PC than their TV or games console.

H0: There is no relationship between the likelihood of wanting to control the home using either a
PDA, laptop/PC or tablet more than through a TV or games console.

H1: There is a relationship between the likelihood of wanting to control the home using either a PDA,
laptop/PC or tablet more than through a TV or games console.

Using a chi-square test, the p values between each relationship are:

TV Games Console

Laptop/PC < 0.001 < 0.001
PDA < 0.001 < 0.001
Tablet 0.362 < 0.001

Table 6: P-Values of likelihood between means of control

At a 1% signi�cance level we would not be able to reject H0in favour of H1, due to the large p-value
between TV and tablet. This would force the conclusion that there is no relationship between wanting
to control the home using either a PDA, laptop/PC or tablet more than through a TV or games console.
However, if we remove the tablet from the hypothesis to result in:

H0: There is no relationship between the likeliness of wanting to control the home using either a PD
or laptop/PC more than through a TV or games console.

H1: There is a relationship between the likeliness of wanting to control the home using either a PD
or laptop/PC more than through a TV or games console.

At a 1% signi�cant level we would reject H0. Therefore the second amended hypothesis is true and
we can conclude that people would prefer to control their home using their PDA or laptop/PC rather
than using their TV or games console. Figure 2 visually represents this notion.
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Figure 2: Likelihood of using particular devices to control the home.

4.1.5 Older people would be more likely to control their home from the hall

The author believed that older generations do not appreciate the full freedom that technology can o�er,
and can end up in the mindset that computers are found in the study or in the o�ce, and �nd it di�cult
to imagine much else in between. I believe that older generations think that the hall within the home
is a place for controlling many aspects of the home such as the burglar alarm and thermostat for their
central heating. In the same way they could associate the notion of controlling their home from this
same location. Younger generations, in contrast, can imagine and would prefer that the whole control of
their home (burglar alarm, thermostats or other features) be carried out from wherever they are at that
point in time. They do not share the same imagined restrictions and traditions that older generations
do.

H0: There is no relationship between the likelihood of wanting to control the home from the hall and
age.

H1: There is a relationship between the likelihood of wanting to control the home from the hall and
age.

Using a chi-squared test we get a p value of 0.125 when comparing under 40s and over 40s with their
likelihood for controlling their home from their hall. Using a 5% signi�cance level we reject H1 in favour
of H0. Therefore there is no relationship between age and wanting to control the home from the hall.
The graph shown in �gure 3 demonstrates this statistic and visually shows that there is no relationship.

4.1.6 People would not be likely to program their home from their kitchens or bedrooms

The author believed that, on the whole, people would rather not program their home from inside their
kitchens or bedrooms, as these rooms already have strongly associated functions of cooking/eating and
sleeping respectively. Therefore people are far more likely to want to program when relaxing in the
lounge or at their PC in their study.

H0: There is a relationship between the likelihood of controlling the home from the kitchen or bedroom
and not controlling the home from the kitchen and bedroom.

H1: There is no relationship between the likelihood of controlling the home from the kitchen or bedroom
and not controlling the home from the kitchen and bedroom.

Using a chi-squared goodness of �t test with the following summarised tables:
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Figure 3: People who would be likely or very likely to control their home from the hall.

Observed Expected

Likely/Very Likely 115 74
Unlikely/Very Unlikely 33 74

Table 7: Bedroom counts

Observed Expected

Likely/Very Likely 110 73.5
Unlikely/Very Unlikely 37 73.5

Table 8: Kitchen counts

This results in chi-square values of 45.432 and 36.252 respectively. Using a 5% con�dence level we
cannot reject H0 in both cases, therefore we must reject H1 to conclude that there is a relationship
between the likelihood of controlling the home from within the kitchen and bedroom and not controlling
the home from within the kitchen or bedroom. The data shows us that the relationship swings to the
positive side rather than the negative, so in actual fact people are likely to program their home from
their kitchens or bedrooms. Figure 4 visually demonstrates this fact.

4.1.7 People would not want to program their home through voice or gesture control

The author believed that on the whole people would rather not program their home through voice or
gestures.

H0: There is a relationship between the likelihood of controlling the home using voice or gesture control
and not controlling the home using voice or gesture control.

H1: There is no relationship between the likelihood of controlling the home using voice or gesture
control and not controlling the home using voice or gesture control.

Using a chi-squared goodness of �t test with the following summarised tables:

Observed Expected

Likely/Very Likely 83 74
Unlikely/Very Unlikely 64 74

Table 9: Voice Control counts
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Figure 4: How likely or very likely people would be to control their home from di�erent locations

Observed Expected

Likely/Very Likely 30 73
Unlikely/Very Unlikely 116 73

Table 10: Gesture Control counts

This results in chi-square values of 2.456 and 50.658 respectively, both with DF 1. Using a 5%
con�dence level we can reject H0 in favour of H for voice control, but we cannot for gesture control.

Voice Control We reject H0 for voice control in favour of H1 which means that there is no statistical
relationship between the likelihood of controlling the home using voice control and not controlling the
home using voice control.

Gesture Control Since we cannot reject H0 for gesture control we must reject H1 to conclude that
there is a relationship between the likelihood of controlling the home using gesture control and not
controlling the home using gesture control. The data tells us that this swing is in the negative direction,
where more people voted `unlikely' or `very unlikely' than `likely' or `very likely'. Therefore we can
conclude that the data shows that more people would prefer not to program their home through gesture
control.

Once again these statistics are represented visually. This time �gure 5 demonstrates the likelihood
of the varying methods of home control.

4.1.8 People would most prefer to program using a touch interface

The author believed that on the whole people would prefer to program their home using a touch interface
more than they would prefer to use voice, gesture or remote controls.

H0: No relationship between method and likelihood of use.
H1: Relationship exists between method and likelihood of use.
Using three chi-squared tests between touch control and each of the other methods of control, the

p-value was <0.001 with voice and gesture control and 0.002 with remote control. These values allow
us to reject H0 in favour of H1at a 1% signi�cance level. Therefore concluding that people would prefer
to use a touch interface rather than the other methods of control o�ered. The graph shown in �gure 5
visually portrays this information, with 98.66% of people answering `very likely' or `likely' (61.33% and
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Figure 5: The likelihood of using various methods to control the home

37.33% respectively) when asked how likely they would be to use touch control when controlling the
home.

4.2 Qualitative Results

For each of the main questions asked the users were given the opportunity to make suggestions. There
was also a large suggestion box at the end of the survey. In some cases the user would make suggestions
at the end rather than in the respective text �elds for each question. In those cases the answers have been
moved into their respective question. A wide range of feedback was received that is now summarised
and reviewed in turn:

4.2.1 Other Devices

There were many di�erent suggestions made when asked if there were any other devices that users could
see themselves controlling their home with. These have all been collated into table 6, along with their
respective counts.
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Devices Requests

Wall Panel(s)/`house console'/`control panel' 8
Remote Control 7
`Normal' mobile phone/mobile device 7
Microphone/voice 3
RFID/RFID Fob 2
Wearable/portable devices (like a watch or credit card) 2
Full VR helmet and gloves 1
Arduino (open-source electronics platform for hobbyists) 1
Chumby (small portable electonic device which displays custom Internet feeds) 1
Portable Games Console 1
Telephone (landline/mobile) call 1
In-Car System 1
RobCo Pip-Boy (a handheld electronic device from the Fallout PC Games) 1
MP3 Player 1

Table 11: Devices suggested by users and their respective counts.

By far the most popular suggestion was a wall panel:

• �Wall panel interface, e.g. for heating�

• �House console, bit like the alarm control device near entrances to the dwelling�

• �Dedicated multi-room control panels situated around the house or in the kitchen�

• �Dedicated controller (similar to central heating controller)�.

It became clear that there was a general divide in the suggestions: those who liked the idea of the �xed
wall panel (�like an iPad, but �xed e.g. to the fridge�), and those who wanted quite the opposite (�a
device that could be worn on the wrist, e.g. watch� or �multiple devices depending on location�).

Another clear divide was among those who suggested devices within their comfort zone (�a remote
control� or � `normal' mobile phone�) and those who suggested technology that they had maybe no
personal experience of (�Chumby?�, �voice activation�, or even a �RobCo Pip-Boy�).

4.2.2 Other Methods

Users o�ered some interesting ideas for possible methods to control their homes. Table 7 summarises
these suggestions and shows their respective counts
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Methods Requests

Saving and creating di�erent house modes for reuse 5
Di�erent interface options available for the one system 4
Autonomous control with ability to override 4
Voice 3
Motion 3
`Web interface' 3
Preset timers 2
Mind control 1
Automatic settings chosen dependent on the person involved (pro�ling) 1
Hybrid of voice and touch 1
Clapper (e.g. the house being able to respond to someone clapping their hands) 1
Placement of physical items (phones, dedicated `tiles', etc.) to represent di�erent
things (�Placement of physical items in ways the house could recognise (glyphs,
RFID or feature extraction), for example putting phone down means forward mobile
calls to house phone, or using tiles to represent games/movies/music to play�)

1

Iris control (for example gaining access to your house by using eye technology
veri�cation)

1

Table 12: Methods suggested by users and their respective counts.

Interestingly a few people mentioned the concept of programming their home:

• �Option of programming di�erent options and/or storing them for reuse might be useful�

• �Preset programs�

• �It could send commands based upon rules such as when leaving work turn on heating, start �lling
bath, defrost dinner.�

Only one person mentioned the automation of the home, yet made the point that they would still like
to be able to override it:

• �Autonomous control but with the ability to override it � i.e. house making its own predictions on
what is required based on external data (e.g. weather forecast / data) and past behaviour (e.g.
person always out on Thursday night until 9pm so switch on heating later).�

These results are reassuring, showing that users want control over their home rather than a fully auto-
mated solution, and in some cases are volunteering to program their home.

4.2.3 Other Places

Locations were mentioned by people throughout all their written answers, so these are collated and
shown in table 8.
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Locations Requests

Anywhere 15
Car 9
Bathroom 8
Garage 6
Sport locations (hiking, gym, cinema, ice
rink)

5

Garden 5
Holiday 5
Commute 3
Friend or familys' house 2
Shopping 2
Restaurant 1
Every room 1
Dedicated room 1
A command centre 1

Table 13: Locations suggested by users and their respective counts.

More than half of the locations mentioned are away from the home, showing how important it is for
people to be able to remotely monitor and control their home from anywhere.

4.2.4 General Comments

A wide range of comments were left by users at the end of the survey. These included activities that they
would like to be controlled within their own home, names of various technologies and devices they would
like to use, and the means of controlling their home. The highlights of the comments are summarised
below:

Flexibility It was mentioned that the system should be able to o�er the user various means of con-
trolling both the home system and the home:

�I would want to be able to change the methods of input and output depending on various
things such as the type of thing I am controlling, my location, my mood....what other things
are on around me, etc.�

Pro�ling A few users mentioned the notion of home occupants (and potentially visitors) having pro�les
which could be used to determine the home, or room, environment settings:

�I would like to see smart homes implement a pro�le system for whoever is in the room at any
one time. By making use of personal networks (i.e. hardware attached to the body), perhaps
a small credit card style device, each person might require di�erent heating & lighting levels
etc. If more than one person is in a room then a neutral pro�le would be used.�

Programming Again, users took the opportunity to mention their desire to program their home:

�Programming options. For example, select room/light from a list, select on-time and o�-time
plus days that applies to. So can for example save holiday setting which you can then easily
recall next time.�

Location Based Behaviour The house reacting to your location was mentioned by a few users:

• �Input from PIR sensors around house to determine location and alter some services accordingly.�

• �I would like a sensor to turn the lights on a room when I am there (no mater if I move or not)
and turn o� when I leave.�

• �One thing not on the list is just being physically in the room, like the light would come on to your
default preset, music could follow you from room to room, light your path at night, etc.�
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Home Security As the author discovered in a previous user study, home security is an important
issue to people. This was con�rmed again in this study:

• �I'd love to have a home surveillance that I could view from work to check that the house is OK.
Also, to be able to switch on lights for example if I am coming home later than expected.�

• �Safety features would be useful addition, e.g. � if hot water tank leaks switch o� water heating
and turn o� more water going in to tank. Could inform homeowner by SMS.�

System Security There was a surprising lack of comments made about the reliability and security
issues of a home system, however this could be due to the comment made in the survey which asked the
user to answer the questions as if a `perfect' home system was available.

• �Security � if you were able to make commands for changes in your house while you are outside of
it - can someone unwanted do it? It would be good to have things like baths run for coming home
from cold football matches � get the heating turned on/o� if the weather changes quickly (as it
does here) but I wouldn't like a stranger running a bath and �ooding the house or turning on the
heating when you are away for a month in high summer.�

• �Street / Public places (e.g. Bar, Train etc.) � but only if trust was gained that system worked
correctly!�

Accessibility Most likely due to the type of user �lling in the survey there was very little mentioned
about accessibility issues, nor telecare. One user did make the following point:

�I hope this could include some accessible solutions in one system, e.g. to allow disabled
people to control all environmental aspects such as windows, curtains, door openers, TV,
media systems, page turners, bed control, water and shower temperature, automated on/o�
taps/showers/washing machines etc. etc. etc. And that the system could be adapted to
allow varied accessible manner...for some this would be touch, others could be voice activated,
others by additional larger switches with automated scanning through options, some others
can use head pointers etc. etc.!�

Feedback Only one user mentioned system feedback for reassurance purposes:

�A remote control device with buttons speci�c to the task � perhaps with pictures would be
easy to use, followed by a message to say that the task had been completed so that you knew
the task you had just asked to be done had actually been completed.�

5 Conclusion

This survey has been incredibly valuable in learning how people want to control their homes. This
information has allowed hypotheses about users and the home to be proven true, or in some cases false,
and for trends to be observed in both the quantitative and qualitative data. The key information learnt
was the types of devices, methods and locations in which people would use to control their home and
One user summarised the key aspects of home control: �Multiple points of access, ease of control and
reliability are key issues.�

The quantitative data has allowed us to evaluate a number of hypothesis. The data con�rms that older
people do not enjoy using technology and are not as technically capable as younger generations. Users
demonstrated a very strong desire to control their home, especially when o�ered `the perfect system'.
On the whole PDAs, laptops, PCs and tablet PCs were preferred as means of controlling the home over
games consoles. Finally, touch and remote control were strongly preferred as means of controlling the
home than voice or gesture control. The author's two hypotheses about controlling the home from certain
locations were both proven false, showing that actually there is no trend between age and controlling
the home from the hall, and that actually people on the whole do not have much preference where they
control their home from.
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The author can make use of the statistics and observations learnt from the survey to help ensure
that her work is both suitable and appropriate for potential end users. Having learnt that 98.7% of the
users from the survey said that they would be likely or very likely to control their home using a touch
interface, and the strong desire for people to want to control their home from `anywhere', an Apple iPad
has been chosen as the main means of controlling the author's existing home system work. An iPad is
a slimline tablet PC which o�ers a very high standard of simplicity, form factor and enjoyment for any
user and was considered the most suitable device available on the market. Care and attention over other
issues raised by users will be given, such as security and �exibility of both the home system and the
means of controlling the home system.
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Appendix A

Screenshots of the survey:
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